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Timetable 

10.15 Arrival and registration

10.30 Introductions

SPECTRUM 5.0 update

Object entry, Acquisition, Location and
Movement Control, Cataloguing 

12.30 Lunch 

1.30 Object Exit, Deaccession and Disposal, Loans In 
and Out, Inventory, Procedural Manuals

3.30 Q&A

4.00 Finish



Introductions



CT website
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/


Collections Management

Collections management is an integrated approach to 
developing, caring for, documenting and using 
collections – balancing the needs of today’s users and 
future generations.

4 main areas:
• Collections Development
• Collections Information
• Collections Access
• Collections Care and Conservation



Documentation takes 

many forms…

o Accession registers

o Object history files

o Trustee meeting minutes

o Entry forms

o Donor letters



Standards



SPECTRUM and 

Accreditation



• Object entry

• Acquisition

• Location and
movement control

• Cataloguing

• Object exit

• Loans in (borrowing)

• Loans out (lending)

• Inventory 

• Documentation planning

• Condition checking and 
technical assessment

• Collections care and 
conservation

• Valuation

• Insurance and indemnity 
management

• Disaster planning

• Damage and loss

• Disposal

• Rights management

• Reproduction

• Use of collections

• Collections review

• Audit



• Object entry

• Acquisition

• Location and movement control

• Cataloguing

• Object exit

• Loans in

• Loans out

• Retrospective documentation

SPECTRUM 4.0: 

primary procedures



• Object entry

• Acquisition

• Location and movement control

• Cataloguing

• Object exit

• Loans in

• Loans out

• Inventory

• Documentation planning

SPECTRUM 5.0: 

primary procedures

Proposed



How has SPECTRUM 

evolved?



Key changes

• Language and presentation
• Clearer distinction between the standard (what you 

need to achieve) and the guidance 
• A new procedure – Collections Review
• Re-introducing the Reproduction procedure
• The order of the procedures
• Possible changes to Primary Procedures



SPECTRUM 4.0



SPECTRUM 5.0



SPECTRUM 5.0



SPECTRUM 5.0



SPECTRUM 4.0



SPECTRUM 4.0

“The flowcharts are extremely useful.”

“I find the flow charts unnecessarily complicated.”



SPECTRUM 5.0



SPECTRUM 5.0



Timeframe

April 2017 - Draft of 
SPECTRUM 5.0 online, for 
consultation until 31st May.

Followed by re-drafting and 
design.

Launch - Summer 2017.

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/
spectrum/spectrum-5/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/spectrum/spectrum-5/


Use this procedure to log all objects coming into your 
care for whatever reason, including loans, enquiries 
and potential acquisitions. The procedure provides a 
receipt, sets out your terms for accepting responsibility, 
gives the object an identifying number, and captures 
key information right away. 

It is especially important if you accept enquiries and 
potential acquisitions at the front desk and someone 
else will follow up later. Anyone who might receive an 
object in this way should know what to do and how to 
record the information you need.

Object Entry



Why is it important?



SPECTRUM requirement:
You have clear terms and 
conditions for accepting 
objects into your care.





SPECTRUM requirement: You record why objects have 
been left with you.



Acquisition
Use this procedure when you take ownership of 
objects. In legal terms, this is a ‘transfer of title’ from 
the previous owner to you. The procedure gives you 
proof of ownership, and it assigns a unique number 
that will link each object to the information you hold 
about it.

If you acquire objects for your permanent collection, 
you will ‘accession’ them as part of this procedure. This 
has a very specific meaning: accessioning brings with it 
ethical responsibilities to preserve objects over the long 
term, and should not be done without careful thought 
in the light of your agreed collecting policy. 



Transfer of  Title

SPECTRUM requirement:
You make donors aware of the terms by which their 
gift or bequest is accepted by you.





SPECTRUM requirement:
You have written evidence 
that the undisputed 
owners of acquired 
objects have transferred 
title to your museum.



Physical Property 

OR

Intellectual Property





SPECTRUM requirements:

• You have tamperproof registers, recording all the 
objects accessioned into in your permanent 
collections, using their unique numbers.

• As backup you have a security copy of the 
information in the accession register, and keep it 
up to date.



Accession numbers

Number

HC.2017.32

InformationObject

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/spectrum-advice-labelling-and-
marking-museum-objects/ 
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/spectrum-advice-numbering/

SPECTRUM requirement: You give a unique number to 
each object, and securely label or mark it with this 
number.

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/spectrum-advice-numbering/


How do you do it?



Location & Movement 

Control

Use this procedure to keep a record of where all the 
objects in your care can be found, and to update the 
location each time an object is moved. 

As well as recording when objects move in and out of 
your museum (during other SPECTRUM procedures) 
you should also keep track of them within the 
museum too. By ‘museum’ we include any off-site 
stores that are under your control.



Describing locations

SPECTRUM requirement: You have a system of 
recording all locations where objects are displayed or 
stored within your museum.



Movement

SPECTRUM requirement: 
• You record every movement of an object from its normal 

home and update the location record in line with your 
policy.

• You record who has moved objects (and who authorised 
those moves if required).



Cataloguing

Use this procedure to manage the information that 
gives your objects meaning. Cataloguing is not an end 
in itself, but a way to record and retrieve what is known 
about your objects. 

Most museums create some kind of structured 
catalogue record for each object, or group of objects, 
either on computer or cards. Such records give an at-a-
glance summary of key facts and they can be indexed 
so you can find information when you need it. 
Catalogue records can also cross-refer to other relevant 
information held on file or published elsewhere.



Minimum inventory information:

• A unique number.

• An object name.

• A brief description (or image), including the number of 
objects in a group.

• An up-to-date location.

• A record of who owns it (and, if you do, where it came 
from).

There may be additional information that is important for your 
organisation / different types of collection and might form part 
of a core catalogue record. 

Core catalogue record



Organising information

Information can be broken up and stored in a number 

of different fields:

• Donor name

• Object description

• Accession number

• Acquisition method

• Condition

SPECTRUM requirement: 
• Your system can reliably 

retrieve relevant 
catalogue information to 
meet the needs of users.



Example
A copper kettle, which entered the museum on 23 
March 2017 and was accessioned on 27 March 2017. It 
was a gift from Mr Malcolm. T. Brown, of 19 The Street, 
Bristol. It was given entry number E0992 and the 
accession number HC.2017.84, and stored in Store 1, 
Bay C, Shelf 8. 

It formerly belonged to the 
donor’s mother, Mrs K. Brown. 
It is made of copper and has 
several dents and scratches. It 
has an overall height of 37.2 cm 
and capacity of 4 pints.



Example
Object number: HC.2017.84
Number of items: 2 
Object name: kettle
Brief description: Copper kettle, four pint capacity, 

slightly dented and scratched. From 
the home of Mrs K. Brown.

Acquisition method: gift
Acquired from: Brown, M. T. 

Address
Date acquired: 27.03.2017
Entry number: E0992
Current location: Store 1 : B8



Example
Dimensions: H 37.2cm
Completeness: complete
Condition: good, dents and scratches on body. 

Brown, S. 27.03.2017
Classification: catering equipment

SPECTRUM requirement: 
• You have a catalogue record 

for every object (or, where 
appropriate, group of objects) 
that meets the minimum 
standard of the Inventory 
procedure.



Terminology control
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/spectrum-
advice-terminology-control/

http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/supporting-collections-
and-cultural-property/subject-specialist-networks

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/spectrum-advice-terminology-control/
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/supporting-collections-and-cultural-property/subject-specialist-networks


Consistency 

Dates:
2017-03-10
10-03-2017
10/03/2017
10.03.2017

Names:
Brown, Sarah
Sarah M Brown
Sarah Molly Brown
S Brown



SPECTRUM requirements: 
• Catalogue records are linked to the objects they 

describe via unique accession numbers that are 
securely attached or marked onto the items 
themselves.

• Catalogue records cross-refer to relevant 
information held in your system (whether on paper 
or digitally) or available elsewhere.

• You capture relevant information resulting from 
other procedures in a timely way.

• You keep an up-to-date backup of your records.



What’s your system?



Questions



Take a break



Object Exit

Use this procedure to record when objects leave your 
museum for whatever reason. By ‘museum’ we include 
any off-site stores that are under your control.

This can be as simple as an enquirer collecting an 
object they left for identification. In more complex 
situations you will use Object Exit as part of other 
procedures; in fact, any time objects leave your 
buildings. This potentially includes objects you are 
disposing of and objects stolen from you.



What is recorded?

• Name and contact details of recipient
• Reason for exit
• Condition of object/s
• Date of exit 
• Return date if applicable 
• List of objects – including accession numbers and 

brief descriptions
• Signature of the remover and museum representative 
• New location



SPECTRUM requirement: 
You get appropriate 
signatures to prove that 
you have transferred 
objects into someone 
else’s care.



Deaccession and 

Disposal
Use this procedure to dispose of objects that belong to 
your museum. Reasons might include: objects damaged 
beyond further use; or transferring duplicate objects to 
another museum as part of curator-led rationalisation. 
‘Deaccessioning’ involves a formal decision by a 
governing body to dispose of accessioned objects. It 
always needs careful thought in the light of agreed policy, 
ideally an integrated ‘collection development policy’ 
covering both acquisition and disposal.  You can also use 
this procedure to dispose of items that belong to you but 
have not been accessioned.



SPECTRUM requirement: 
• You get specific approval from your governing body 

before disposing of any accessioned object, and 
from more than one authorised person disposing 
of any non-accessioned material.

• You dispose of objects in line with the ethical codes 
that apply to your museum.



Reasons for disposal

• Improved care for the item
• Improved access to the item; increased enjoyment 

of and engagement with the item by the public
• Improved context for the item
• Continued retention of the item within public 

museum collections or the wider public domain
• Removal of any hazard posed by an item (e.g. 

through contamination)
MA Disposal Toolkit

SPECTRUM requirement: You dispose of objects in line 
with the ethical codes that apply to your museum.



Unacceptable
• For financial reasons (unless in exceptional 

circumstances)
• On an ad hoc basis (i.e. other than as part of an 

approved collections development policy)
• Without considering advice from someone with 

specialist knowledge of this type of item
• If the disposal would adversely affect the public 

reputation of museum
• If the disposal would not be in the long-term public 

interest
• Outside the public domain, except in exceptional 

circumstances.
https://www.museumsassociation.org/collections/disposal-toolkit

https://www.museumsassociation.org/collections/disposal-toolkit


SPECTRUM requirements:

• You make the case for any proposed disposal of an 
object in writing.

• In the written case you cite the documentation that 
proves you own the relevant objects (or gives 
grounds to assume you do).

• In the written case you research and note any 
specific risks, costs or other relevant constraints.



Making recommendations

Make the case for disposal in writing. This might include:

• Inventory list
• Reason for disposal recommendation 
• Evaluation of value - cultural, educational, scientific, 

monetary etc.
• Review of collecting policy / context of existing 

collections
• Condition report - including any hazards etc.
• Photographs - if legally possible (IPR)
• Recommended method and recipient if identified
• How your disposal policy supports the decision



Methods of  disposal

• Free gift or transfer to another Accredited museum
• Exchange of items between museums
• Free gift or transfer to another institution or 

organisation within the public domain
• Return to donor
• Sale to an Accredited museum
• Transfer or sale outside of public domain
• Recycling
• Destruction
• Repatriation



What information do 

we record?

• reasons for disposal

• opinions and advice considered

• method of disposal

• conclusion of process: retention, transfer, sale etc.

• any conditions attached

• information relating to the item and photographs

• documentation relating to transfer of title

• note of any new location



Objects you might 

not own

• Uncollected enquiries
• Unsolicited gifts
• Objects with no documentation
• Historic loans

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/disposing-of-
objects-you-may-not-own/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/disposing-of-objects-you-may-not-own/


Use this procedure to manage the loan of all objects you 
borrow for a fixed period of time and for a specific purpose. 
Typically, this might include objects borrowed for an 
exhibition or another extended activity such as a research 
project. 

Loans In

Use this procedure to assess requests for you to lend 
objects for an exhibition or any other reason. Lending can 
be a good way of making your collections more accessible, 
raising the profile of your own museum, and developing 
your networks.

Loans Out



Policy decisions

Consider:
• Acceptable reasons for borrowing and lending 

objects
• Conditions you will accept / ask others to accept
• Minimum / maximum length of a loan period
• How loans can be authorised
• How to deal with historic loans where original 

lender cannot be traced to return object/s

SPECTRUM requirement: The reason for each loan is 
clearly stated.



Loan requests

• Dates of proposed loan
• Venue/s 
• Context and purpose
• Lender’s name and address
• Contact name and details
• Accession numbers of requested object/s
• Brief descriptions of requested object/s
• Statement of intended insurance or indemnity

SPECTRUM requirement: All loans are for fixed periods.



SPECTRUM requirement: 
• You have a written agreement signed by you and 

the lender before any loan begins, with clear 
reference to the care standards you will meet and 
other terms and conditions.

• You have appropriate insurance or indemnity cover 
for borrowed objects while they are your 
responsibility (including in transit).



Loan agreements

• Potential costs the borrower will be expected to 
meet

• Public access to the object/s
• Insurance / indemnity requirements
• Handling conditions
• Environmental conditions
• Food and drink restrictions
• Use and reproduction
• Acknowledgements and credit line requirements
• Packing and courier requirements



Inventory

Use this procedure to check whether you have the basic 
information to be accountable for the objects in your care. 
If the answer is yes, you need only keep your records up to 
date when following other relevant procedures. If no, this 
procedure will help you tackle the backlog.
The minimum level of inventory information you need for 
each object (or group of objects) is:
• A unique number.
• A simple object name.
• A brief description (or image).
• An up-to-date location.
• A record of who owns it (and, if you do, where it came 

from).



Types of  backlog



Stop accumulating 

backlogs

SPECTRUM requirement: You have met the minimum 
requirements for all other primary procedures. 



Accession register
Catalogue records 
Correspondence 
Entry records and forms
Exhibition catalogues 
Field collection notes 
Financial records 

Clearing backlogs: 

sources of  information

Labels 
Loan agreements 
Reports and minutes (e.g. 
Trustees)
Newspaper cuttings 
Research notes 
Objects themselves / labels
Staff memories 
Transfer of Title forms 



Documentation planning

Use this procedure to improve your documentation 
systems and enhance the information they contain.

This is more generic than many other procedures. 
Its focus is on planning and managing any kind of 
documentation project: defining objectives; writing 
a plan; monitoring progress; and responding to any 
problems along the way. 

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/documentation-planning-
pack-part-1-planning-to-improve-collections-documentation/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/documentation-planning-pack-part-1-planning-to-improve-collections-documentation/


How do you do it?

What do you need to consider when 
developing a documentation plan?



• What elements make up your documentation 
system? E.g. accession registers, forms, computer 
systems etc. 

• Objectives you wish to achieve, referring to any 
relevant standards – legal and ethical.

• Priorities for improving collections information.
• Actions your organisation will be taking to meet 

those objectives (e.g. take photographs of the 
objects, carry out rights research on the collection). 

• Resources (e.g. people and time) that will be needed.
• Measurable results that are based on the stated 

objectives.

Documentation Plan



• Milestones that can be used to review progress by 
specified dates. 

• Be realistic.
• Risks to achieving objectives.

Documentation Plan

SPECTRUM requirement: 
• You have a written documentation plan setting 

out specific objectives that can be achieved 
within a realistic timeframe given the available 
resources.

• You review progress towards achieving your 
plan’s objectives regularly.





It is the responsibility of the Collections Manager to accept objects in 
to the long term collections with reference to the museum’s 
Collections Development Policy. Once an object has been accepted the 
procedure is: 
• A unique accession number is allocated and physically attached to 

the object using standard labelling and marking techniques 
• Acquisitions are recorded on loose-leaf pro-forma sheets held in a 

binder which is stored on open shelves in the Collections Manager’s 
office

• A thank you letter is sent to the donor with a Transfer of Title form
• When returned the Transfer of title form is sorted, in accession 

number order in a file in the Collections Manager’s office. 
• Any emails, letters, further information about acquisitions are 

usually stored in plastic pockets in files in the Collections Manager’s 
office, in alphabetical order under donor name. 

• There are no security copies of Accession registers

Example









Procedural manual

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/developing-a-
documentation-procedural-manual/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/resource/developing-a-documentation-procedural-manual/


Example: location and 

movement control



Questions



Additional links

Choosing a CMS http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/

Rationalising resources 
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/collections-
management/collections-development/rationalising/

Significance http://collectionstrust.org.uk/collections-
management/collections-development/assessing-significance/

Copyright http://collectionstrust.org.uk/digital-isnt-
different/copyright-and-licensing/

Oprhan works https://www.gov.uk/guidance/copyright-orphan-
works

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/software/
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/collections-management/collections-development/rationalising/
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/collections-management/collections-development/assessing-significance/
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/digital-isnt-different/copyright-and-licensing/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/copyright-orphan-works


Additional links

CT shop (forms, books and registers) 
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/shop/

UK Registrars Group https://www.ukregistrarsgroup.org/

Touring Exhibitions Group http://www.teg.org.uk/

Cultural Property Advice http://collectionstrust.org.uk/cultural-
property-advice/

http://collectionstrust.org.uk/shop/
https://www.ukregistrarsgroup.org/
http://www.teg.org.uk/
http://collectionstrust.org.uk/cultural-property-advice/


sarahb@collectionstrust.org.uk 

@CollectionTrust

#CToutreach

Contact


